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·	The Americans textbook
·	poster boards
·	role assignment papers
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Summary (and Rationale): The United States enters the war and mobilizes its citizens and resoruces to give its allies unprecedented military and industrial support. This lesson will be used to help students understand the challenges of mobilizing for war and to describe the impact of the war in personal terms.

I. Focus and Review (Establish Prior Knowledge): [time]
Instruct all students to open their The Americans textbook to page 766, where we will discuss as a class the timeline of US involvement, beginning with the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941 and ending with the German and Japanese surrender in 1945. The teacher will then lead a discussion about the causes and effects of US involvement in the war.

II. Statement of Instructional Objective(s) and Assessments: 

Objectives
Assessments
When given the prompt of the causes and effects of the United States joining the war effort, students will be split into groups where they will create a poster board depicting the discussed causes and effects.
Students will be split into equal groups and given a poster board. They will write down at least four causes of why the US joined the war effort and at least four effects of the US joining the war effort. They will then present their posters to the class and compare and contrast their answers with the other groups.

III. Teacher Input (Present tasks, information and guidance):
·	Explain the purpose of the poster board activity.
·	Split students into equal groups and give each group a poster board and a role assignment paper.
·	Instruct each student in the group to sign up for a role (scribe, artist, researcher or presenter).

IV. Guided Practice (Elicit performance):
·	The teacher will walk around the room from group to group and aid students with any questions they may have.
·	Each group will then present their poster in front of the class.
·	If there is time after the presentations, allow the students to further develop their research papers.

V. Closure (Plan for maintenance):
·	Collect posters from students.
·	Remind students about the research paper due date.

VI. Independent Practice:
·	possible time for students to work on their research papers

STANDARDS:
·	AH2.H.1.1
·	AH2.H.1.2
·	AH2.H.1.3
·	AH2.H.1.4
·	AH2.H.2.1
·	AH2.H.2.2
·	AH2.H.4.1
·	AH2.H.4.2
·	AH2.H.6.1
·	AH2.H.6.2
·	AH2.H.7.1
·	AH2.H.7.2
·	AH2.H.7.3

Plans for Individual Differences:
There will be four different tasks for students: scribe, artist, researcher and presenter. The scribe will write down the causes and effects on the poster and could be a student who does not feel comfortable with public speaking. The artist will illustrate the poster and could also be a student who does not feel comfortable with public speaking; this will also give the more artistic students a chance to show off their creative side. The researcher and the presenter will be the leaders of the group, those are more comfortable with public speaking and maybe not as skilled with writing or art.
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